
REVIEW OF PHASE C 



phase D

Collaborative Design, Transformation and Testing

D.1 - Ancient monasteries as possible prototype

Lecturer: Luigi Bartolomei, Francesco 

Lipparini

D.2 - prototype as community engagement

build your prototype

Lecturer: Anna Szilágyi-Nagy

D.3 - sharing / testing prototypes session

it is your turn to lecture us!



AGENDA D.1

Review of phase C - 10 minutes

Theory - 50 minutes

Reflection - 20 minutes

Assignment - 10 minutes

let’s start



A few example of prototypes. 
theoretical references and 

practical cases

A tale by 
Luigi Bartolomei
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AGENDA D.1

Review of phase C - 10 minutes

Theory - 50 minutes

Reflection - 20 minutes

Assignment - 10 minutes

And now a short 
time for 
questions…

Thanks



AGENDA D.1

Review of phase C - 10 minutes

Theory - 50 minutes

Reflection - 20 minutes

Assignment - 10 minutes



Prototyping as engagement - Test your design idea with a prototype!

In D.2 you will learn about prototypes, the “physical manifestation of ideas that 
allows people to test and explore the technical and social feasibility of an idea”.
We will also do a mural exercise together in which your team will select one (design) 
action to test with a community!
You can use this idea to complete your assignment!



Your task is to create and test a prototype with the target group of your choice at 
an event of your choice! Gather people’s feedback during testing and incorporate it 
into the design process. You have two options for doing your assignment:

use ppt 
template for 
D.3 sharing

Option 
A 

use mural
template for 
D.3 sharing

Option 
B

If you had prototype testing with 
your community, report what it was 

like!

If you haven’t had prototype testing 
with your community, get ready for 

it through a role play!

Prototyping as engagement - Test your design idea with a prototype!



Prototyping as engagement - Test your design idea with a prototype!

To sum up - How to proceed with this assignment?

Step 1 - during D.2 session you will develop your research question within your 
group and build the first version of your prototype.
Step 2 - during D.3 introduce your prototype to the others. You have two 
alternatives to select from:

A) you had the chance to test it with your community. In this case you introduce 
the results of the testing. Simply follow the instruction of the ppt template. 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MvYL8-sQtNCnYdN-
pniMTNmg3JYFr3c0TifM1M3h9Wg/edit#slide=id.gd7b33e2427_0_0

OR

B) you had no chance to test it with the community. In this case, follow the 
description in mural and prepare a role playing game in which your audience 
plays the role of your selected community. Test your idea and collect feedback. 
https://app.mural.co/t/kulturaktiv6589/m/kulturaktiv6589/1654601277632/87495
805fd248c27c1378d46e994c5d4e1d0bc74?sender=u4ff30346caf8feb2e24f126
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Step 3 - Use the slides or your murel to upload your results to the ledwiki.
Enjoy!
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